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Professional background
Focus
•

Low-energy nuclear theory,
exploration of the drip lines.

•

2014 Ph.D., University of Caen, France.

•

2015-17 Research Associate, MSU.

•

2017-19 Research Associate, MSU.

Professional goal:
•

Get a tenure-track/staff research position
before being 35 years old (now 32).

Phd to postdoc (same group, new place)
Postdoc to postdoc (new group, same place)
Postdoc to fellow (on my own*, new place)

•

2019-present FRIB Theory Fellow, MSU and ANL .
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The bad news

Postdoc is the
bottleneck

Source: The Royal Society, 2010, The Scientific Century: securing our future prosperity
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The good news
You can do something about your chances, and…
Not just physics

Not everyone wants to do
research.
These statistics include biology,
chemistry, condensed matter,
etc.
Worst case scenario: you will get
paid better in the private sector.
Source: NSF website
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The field is not
overly crowded

Scope
I will tell you:

•

Some general and actionable advices that made a difference in my case.

•

Specific recommendations from my experience to help you with the Phd/postdoc/fellow
transitions.

I will not tell you:

•

That you should give up, or anything demotivating.

•

Tips for job applications (covered this morning).

•

A magic formula for success.
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Most advices and recommendations
are common sense, yet not
everyone follows them.

General advices
1. Be honest in your research.
All your efforts will be lost if you produce fake results, and no one will hire you (or keep
you) no matter how good you are otherwise. Being sloppy is not much better.
Treat your “competitors” fairly, and cite their work based on merit and relevance. Maybe
one day you will work with them or they will judge you in a hiring committee.
Keep track of what you are doing and make backups, because you need to be able to justify
everything you did, and it will help you on the long run. Not doing so is negligence.

In the end, we all want to do good science.
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General advices
2. Talk to as many people as you can, and ask them about their work out of curiosity.
You will learn a lot very quickly, get ideas and opportunities, and be more motivated/enthusiastic.
You will build a global view of your field (“Who does what, why, and with whom”), as well as
a network of friends in the field, and a reputation.
At your workplace, make sure you know the majority of the people
in your field and have talked to them.
Before a conference, look at the participants you have heard about
but never met, then give it a try. They will be happy to explain to
you their last paper in 2 min.
After honesty, this is by far my most important advice.
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General advices
3. Work for real and consistently, then conclude when it is time.
It always takes more time than expected to complete a research project because of unexpected
difficulties (bug, failure, supercomputer queue, etc.) and events (travels, reports, meetings,
personal, etc.) so you need to maintain a decent volume of work each week.
Try to find enough uninterrupted time each week to take care of the most difficult
tasks. Over the years, small extra efforts will add up.
Tell your collaborators when you will finish your part, this will force you to
conclude on time. When you are on your own, set goals like “having these results
for this talk”.
Most good students/postdocs are either very careful but do not
conclude, or they try to rush without checking everything twice.
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The tortoise and the hare

General advices
4. Actively learn how to give a talk and present your results.
I gave more than 40 talks and many lectures, but I still try to improve because each year,
when I look at my talks of a few years back, I wonder how I survived with that.
Check resources online (Youtube…) or just look at good speakers and what they do.
I do not think that there is one universal style or format, so try to find what works for you.
Try to find how many min/slide
you need depending on the style
and length of your talk.
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This is particularly important
for interview talks.

General advices
5. Do not stay stuck, explain your problems to your collaborators.
6. Look for your next position as soon as you get one. Apply at every relevant position.
7. Go to talks at your institution, meet speakers (they are invited for you).
8. Travel and ask to give talks as much as possible, avoid posters (my opinion).
9. Get some teaching experience.
10. Maintain good relationships with people, look professional.
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From graduate student to postdoc

The Bookworm, C. Spitzweg
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Ph.D.

Postdoctoral position

Demonstrate your ability to
conduct scientific research.

Demonstrate your ability to
deliver -and- to develop your
own research program.

Having a good supervisor and
a good topic makes a big
difference for future prospects.

Having a good advisor is nice,
but the topic and your own
decisions are more important.

•

A postdoc is a researcher, whose goal is to get a tenure-track/staff position.

•

The focus is on showing that one can be trusted to find projects, finish them,
and publish.

From graduate student to postdoc
When starting a postdoc, I gave priority to my new project and finished what was left of my PhD
work using 1 day/week maximum. Work hard to get the postdoc started and plan ahead.
A typical postdoc is 2 years long, and it can take up to 6 months to transition to a new research topic.

~3-6 months
start

~3-6 months
“others”
~1-1.5 year to publish

About 3-6 months will be “lost” in travels, preparing talks, meetings, job applications, reports, etc.
Doing a postdoc related to ones Ph.D. saves months of adaptation, but be careful not to stay narrow.
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From graduate student to postdoc
Your postdoc advisor will give you as many projects as you can handle, but remember that you
need to develop your own scientific program. I kept a day/week after the adaptation period to do
my own things and progressively increased.
I found that taking responsibilities like organizing
seminars was highly beneficial. Do the extra effort.
Reviewing articles is important, but keep it
reasonable because it can take precious time.
From my experience in theory, most people get a position
after 1-4 postdoctoral positions, typically 2-3, but in all cases
they were proactive and published 1-3 articles/year.
Reading Woman, I. Kramskoy
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From postdoc to fellow
Why a fellowship? → postdoc is the bottleneck.
A fellowship usually offers:

•

More time than a postdoc (up to 5 years) and a better salary.

•

More autonomy (no direct advisor, but regular evaluations).

•

Travel money.

•

As much “research comfort” as a postdoc (no grant application or teaching).

•

Recognition and some weight to add on the CV.

Almost there. Creation of Adam,
(cropped) Michelangelo

Fellowships are designed to allow you to develop a full research program in ideal conditions.
Treat it as a tenure-track position. It is more a match-making process than an exam/filter.
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From postdoc to fellow
After about a year as a FRIB Theory Fellow, I can say that:

•

Because I had excellent postdoc advisors, the transition felt natural.

•

Doing large developments in autonomy requires more self-discipline than during a postdoc.

•

I felt the need to have students more than during my last postdoc.

•

The pressure to succeed went up, making it more important to have supporting people around.

•

The need for networking decreased, people know you.

•

I got more requests for “duty time” (organizing, chairing, etc.).
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Thank you for your attention!
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